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What would I do with a blog in my classroom?! 

Why Blog?  

The term blog originated from the blend of the term “web log”. 

Nowadays blogs compete with mainstream media in delivering news and information. 
Important events, war coverage and celebrity deaths are often reported quicker and 
more accurately on blogs and Twitter than traditional news service. 

Why? Because any one can easily set up their own blog and share their thoughts 
(known as their voice) online. 

Blogs are written on just about any subject and for a wide range of purposes, including 
personal, business, work and sharing news stories. 

Reasons why educators blog include: 
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Top Uses of a Class Blog 

Class blogs are like a class website where parents, students, and others can visit to 

keep up with what is going on in class. 

Here are few ways many educators use class blogs: 

1. Post homework 
2. Daily summaries of what was learned in class 
3. Weekly news posts – much like a traditional printed newsletter 
4. Class calendars of important dates, tests, field trips, etc. 
5. Extending class discussions outside of class by asking students to reply to 

questions and comments 
6. Posting course documents, expectations, and contact information 
7. Have more ideas – leave a comment on this post sharing! 

More good reasons to use a blog in your classroom 

Create a blog to communicate class/school information with parents. Post field trip 

information, field trip forms, parent helper calendars, general classroom guidelines and 

more. 

 

Create a blog with daily lessons listed for students who are sick or gone. Each day, try 

to designate a classroom "scribe" who is responsible for posting lessons/materials 

covered. 

 

Use a blog to showcase individual art projects throughout the year. Use a digital camera 

and scanner to put creative endeavors up for display around each holiday. 

 

Create a blog which provides additional, age-appropriate material on thematic units you 

study throughout the year. Link to supplemental videos, podcasts and websites to 

encourage extended learning. 

 

Create a blog where students record narrations of their favorite stories (use the free 

software Audacity to create sound files). Students can read published work or their own 

work. Accompany it with scanned illustrations they have drawn.  

 

Create a blog where students list class hypotheses before each class science 

experiment. When experiment is done, results can be posted and compared to initial 

hypotheses. 

http://audacity.sourceforge.net/
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Create a blog where students share stories about their favorite holiday, or a blog about 

special holiday traditions in their family. 

 

Create a blog which lists creative writing prompts or striking visual images. Encourage 

students to post after self-selecting a prompt/picture. Let this evolve so that students 

begin writing the prompts for other students. 

 

Create a blog that has children reviewing children's books.  

 

Create a blog where every member of the class posts about a favorite vacation. Embed 

maps, use Google Earth or even create a "collaborative google map" where everyone 

"pins" their favorite vacations on one map. 

 

Create a blog where you list various statements that are facts and others that are 

opinion. Students can leave comments explaining why each is either a fact or opinion. 

 

Create a blog where students post most memorable learning moments on a recent field 

trip. Could also do a Know - Want to Know - Learned (KWL) activity on the blog. 

 

Create a blog where students describe a typical day at school. Invite other same aged 

students from different global locations to contribute the same type of information on the 

same blog. Let students ask questions and leave comments to gain cultural awareness. 

Students can then begin to share/compare thematic units being learned, novels being 

read, field trips being taken, etc. 

 

Create a professional reflection blog on lessons that you teach. Analyze strategies and 

techniques that work well or don't work so well. Research and link to alternative ways to 

approach the lesson next time. 

 

Create a blog that lists science fair projects chosen by each member of the class. Have 

students journal about their successes, frustrations and learning as projects develop. 

On day of competition, have students post pictures of completed projects. Let students 

comment on projects they thought were particularly interesting or fun. Generate 

"comment awards" for most complex project, most intricate project, most explosive 

project, etc. 

 

Create a blog where students create a timelines (use online webware such as 

timetoast.com) - perhaps for events in a novel or story, or for historical events being 

studied. Could also be used to predict the future!  

http://www.timetoast.com/
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Create a blog where students collect data on science experiments. Use blog to display 

information gathered from Google spreadsheets. Students can create/embed graphs 

and charts explaining relationships of data. 

 

Create a blog that archives favorite recipes of each student. To practice math skills, ask 

students to multiply each recipe so that it would feed the entire class! Post resulting 

recipes in blog. 

 

Create a blog that displays information and characteristics of various art movements. 

Post famous art pictures and have students comment on the prominent characteristics 

of each. Let students find and post examples of various movements and techniques in 

art they find. 

 

Create a blog where students respond to particular relevant political cartoons. Ask 

students to evaluate the real meaning behind the cartoon and correlate its importance to 

current events. 

 

Create a blog which simulates a presidential blog and positions of this candidate on 

various issues. Encourage students to leave comments and questions on the 

candidate's policies or ideas. 

 

Create a blog where each student conducts text or multimedia interviews to gain insight 

to family history and traditions. 

 

Create a blog that showcases student poetry, short stories, etc. 

 

Create a blog which links to real and bogus websites. Students can comment on noted 

biases and link to online sources to prove/disprove validity/reliability of site.  

 

Create a blog where students find and report on acts of "good" in their community to 

counter the bombardment of negativity of daily media (thanks, Allison!). 

 

Create a blog where students post about math concepts learned throughout the year. 

Blog can provide examples and solutions of math problems and concepts being studied. 

 

Create a blog where students digitally record steps to solving various math problems 

(can use digital camcorder, record from digital whiteboard applications or use 

screencasts programs to capture procedures/steps). 
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Create a blog where students examine everyday items and how geometry or 

mathematical concepts are used in their design.  

 

Create a blog where students must choose a social topic to educate others about. 

Students use a variety of multimedia to educate and persuade others to take action or 

become a part of the solution to the problem. 

 

Create a blog where students pick a musical instrument they are considering playing in 

band. Students research the history of the instrument, link to sound files of the 

instrument, as well as use pictures and link to videos of how to play the instrument. 

Purchasing price, as well as other pros and cons can be explored. 

Great ESL Blog sites: 

http://www.elcivics.com/lifeskills/summer-vacation-2.html 

http://opdome.com/  

http://gamestolearnenglish.com/ 

http://vocabtrain.com/ 

 
Three Ways to Use Blogs in Teaching  
 

Will Richardson, in his book Blogs, Wikis and Podcasts shares many ideas on how 

blogs can be used for teaching and teachers' professional development. His ideas have 

helped me identify three ways that I could use blogs in my teaching of English language 

learners (ELLs): 

 

1. Collaborative Blogging: Blogging seems to be very compatible with the Cooperative 

Language Learning (CLL) approach to teaching, an approach that is gaining favor in 

many language learning classrooms. When students publish their ideas through 

interactive technology every voice is heard, and teachers can structure tasks to 

encourage cooperation between students. Group assignments that rely on the input of 

all group participants are likely to encourage joint accountability for, and ownership of, 

both the assigned task and the blog. For example, I could designate small groups to 

create a shared blog where all group members posts their thoughts on a particular 

literary passage. For English language learners (ELLs) this might be a reaction to a 

http://www.elcivics.com/lifeskills/summer-vacation-2.html
http://gamestolearnenglish.com/
http://vocabtrain.com/
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fictional character's experience of moving to a new culture. Students could share with 

one another their experiences as a non-native speakers entering a new culture. By 

reflecting on their own experiences and reacting to a required number of their group 

members' blog entries, students would generate content and language that could be 

used in a personal essay to write and submit individually.  

 

Student communication with peers through blogs would also aid in learning 

apppropriate social skills in the target language, another principle of CLL. By blogging 

and reacting to others' blogs, students would learn electronic forms of social 

communication in the target language in a relatively low risk environment.  

 

These collaborative uses of blogs would fulfill the following New York State Learning 

Standards for ELLs (for grade 9-12) as published by the NYS Education Dept Office of 

Bilingual Education (NYSED OBE): 

* Students will listen, speak, read, and write in English for literary response, enjoyment, 

and expression  

* Students will listen, speak, read and write in English for classroom and social 

interaction 

* Students will demonstrate cross-cultural knowledge and understanding 

 

2. Opinion Blogging: Blogs can be used as a platform for students to develop and 

communicate opinions on a variety of topics, including current events in the news, class 

activities, and other issues of relevance to their lives. Student input on classroom 

activities would not only give students practice in expressing their opinion, but would 

also provide useful feedback for me as a teacher to modify and guide my teaching. To 

develop students' writing, I would post on a classroom blog examples of persuasive 

language and links to opinion columns. Each member of the class would be instructed 

to respond to these samples with their ideas on what makes opinion writing effective. 

Discussions about constructive language for voicing opinions could evolve as we share 

our opinions with one another.  

 

The primary NYS learning standards for ELLs that would be met through students' 

opinion blogging is: 
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* Students will listen, speak, read, and write in English for critical analysis and 

evaluation. 

 

3. Information Sharing Blogging: Taking Richardson's advice for teachers to "start 

small," I would begin my entry into classroom blogging with information sharing blogs. 

On a class blog, not only would I post class logistics (assignments, due dates, grading 

criteria, etc), but I would encourage students to blog on new discoveries related to 

topics presented in the classroom. To stimulate blog participation, I'd ask students to 

visit and comment on specific links or respond to specific questions. The idea here is to 

provide students with opportunities for repeated exposure to language through different 

learning modes. Reading and writing through a classroom blog is likely to appeal to 

today's "connected" students and reinforce language forms and uses presented in the 

classroom.  

 

The NYS learning standards for ELLs that would be met by students' information 

sharing blogging would be: 

* Students will listen, speak, read, and write in English for information and 

understanding. 

* Students will listen, speak, read and write in English for classroom and social 

interaction. 

 

These are only a few of the many ways that student blogging can be used in second 

language learning.  
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Share materials, news, downloads, links and more 

Anything that you post to your blog will instantly be accessible by your students from 
school and from home. What’s more, you can easily manage who gets to access them 
through passwords and privacy measures. 

 

2. Facilitate online discussions and collaboration 

Students can simply respond to blog posts and discuss topics through comments or on 
our simple to use forums. 

 

3. Create a class publication that students can easily publish to and you can 
easily edit 

Seamlessly produce a custom designed, finely tuned and engaging collaborative online 
publication by your class. 

 

4. Replace your newsletter and stay in touch with parents about what is going on 
in class 
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Always enjoyed photocopying and stapling pages and pages of newsletters on a Friday 
afternoon? Thought not! It’s ridiculously simple to post class information, news, events 
and more. 

 

5. Get your students blogging so that they can share their work and thoughts 

You can glue together your students’ blogs which you can quickly create, co-manage, 
and even edit if needed. 

 

6. Share your lesson plans 

We all love planning, right? Using a blog can turn planning and reflecting on classes into 
a genuinely productive – and even collaborative – experience. 

 

7. Integrate videos, podcasts, and other media 

In just a couple of clicks, you can embed online videos, multimedia presentations, 
slideshows and more right into your posts. 
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8. Create blogs for clubs, student groups, events, sports teams, or just about any 
type of group 
 

9. Get feedback or gather information 

You can use comments, forums, or even customized forms to collect feedback, survey 
data, or ask anyone you’d like to give input or ideas. 

10. Create a fully functional website 
 


